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Set the working life, warning the
working state of heating
core and iron head.

According to the site and
application,wired and wireless

networking is free.

Power-on host self-test,
grounding,leakage detection,
heating core detection.

If the upper and lower limits of the
set temperature are exceeded, 
the machine will automatically

warn the user.

Different products have different
welding processes, and up to 
100 sets of processes can be 

switched.

MODBUS-RTU
 protocol and standard data 
format to realize interaction

 with robots.

Breaking through the tradition, 
the large LCD color screen makes 
data and function display 

more intuitive.

Cluster networking,
automatic welding,
big data analysis of
working conditions,
precise quality control.

Dual-net mode power on self test temperature warning process storageDual-
net mode

Consumables
life warning Robot communication Large screen display Intelligent

management

function display

  The intelligent IoT welding control system is a new type of IoT welding station control mode that combines welding, 
welding process information processing, welding robots, network transmission, and intelligent remote control systems. 
The network remote terminal can send the welding process information to the relevant welding robot through the welding 
station and the control network access, and the working conditions and welding process of the welding robot can be remotely 
monitored and controlled through the control terminal. The network control terminal can manage and control a single or 
multiple suitable welding robot equipment clusters, which is very suitable for large-scale high-automation welding multiple suitable welding robot equipment clusters, which is very suitable for large-scale high-automation welding 
requirements.
  The welding station adopts advanced 32-bit ARM4 microprocessor for work management and control, communicates with 
the control terminal through wired or wireless network, and processes the welding process information with the welding robot 
through RS 485 communication or I/O interface.
  The soldering station can estimate the remaining service life of the consumables of the heating core and the soldering iron tip, 
and give an alarm in advance when the service life of the soldered components is about to be reached.
   The control terminal can summarize, analyze, summarize, and notify the abnormality of the working condition information of 
the welding robot. Data summary analysis and sorting out the loss data of welded components.
  The soldering station has a built-in grounding resistance or leakage voltage detection module, and a monitoring module can 
be selected according to actual production needs.

15www.bakon.com

BK180H / BK300H
Intelligent high-frequency networking stability control
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1.Adopt high-power heating core, sufficient power output;
2.Perfect self-check and automatic protection function;
3.Cluster network monitoring and control, data acquisition and analysis;
4.Ethernet network communication framework networking mode;
5.Use wired/wireless networking;
6.10M-100M/2.4G network communication;
7.Network remote work status control;7.Network remote work status control;
8.Adopt RS485 standard communication protocol to communicate with welding robot;
9.Single or multiple/cluster work;
10.Rich I/O control interface, suitable for automated welding applications;
11.Welding process information processing, automatic adjustment of welding parameters;
12.Various alert prompts;
13.The alarm signal light can be controlled externally;
14.Temperature-controlled grounding detection (resistance/leakage voltage);14.Temperature-controlled grounding detection (resistance/leakage voltage);
15.Welding analog/digital output function;
16.Welded parts life early warning function;
17.Welding temperature curve display;
18.Chinese/English menu switch;
19.Fahrenheit/Celsius temperature switch;
20.High temperature stability and rapid temperature recovery;
21.Normal working/abnormal signal output;21.Normal working/abnormal signal output;
22.Welding process parameter information editing function;
23.The temperature in the welding station is too high, and it automatically alarms and protects.

serial
number Bill of Materials

Adjust potentiometer

Reset the network parameters to factory defaults

Detection port (ground/leakage voltage)

Ground port (equipment ground)

2.4G antenna interface

Cooling air outlet

DB15 male seatDB15 male seat

DB15 female seat

Wired networking interface

USB interface

Product suffix socket

5-core soldering iron handle interface

switch

Soldering station hanging hole M5Soldering station hanging hole M5

quantity

Specification:

functional interface:

Model

Applicable ambient temperature

Applicable ambient humidity

Rated operating voltage

Rated fuse

Host rated power

maximum output capacitymaximum output capacity

Rated handle power

temperature control range

temperature stability

Temperature Correction Range

Network communication

Network Type

Earth resistance/leakage voltageEarth resistance/leakage voltage

I/O allowable voltage

I/O allowable current

form factor

BK180H / BK300H

-10~45°C

45~80%RH

AC230V

AC250V 3A / 5A

180W / 300W

AC24V±1VAC24V±1V

150W / 280W

100~480°C / 212~896°F

±2°C（static）

±50°C / ±90°F

wired / wireless

Ethernet / 2.4G WiFi

4Ω / 2mV4Ω / 2mV

DC24V (PLC control voltage)

10mA-3mA(PLC control current)

116L*126W*272H mm

Product Features



High frequency and high power
Fast temperature rise, rapid temperature recovery, meeting high-speed welding and large spot welding

POST
Active self-test, grounding, leakage detection, heating core detection

Temperature warning
If the upper and lower limits of the set temperature are exceeded, the machine will automatically warn the user

Process storageProcess storage
Different welding processes are set for different products, up to 100 groups of processes can be switched

Consumable life analysis
Set the working life time, and warn the working status of the heating core and the soldering iron tip

Robot communication
MODBUS-RTU protocol and standard data format to realize interaction with robots

Large screen display
Break through the tradition, large LCD color screen, data and function display more intuitiveBreak through the tradition, large LCD color screen, data and function display more intuitive

Multi-language version
The interface has built-in Chinese and English languages, which can be used in a multi-regional working environment

Function display:

911G soldering iron tip (for machine)

500M soldering iron tip (hand use)

501M soldering iron tip (hand use)

Intelligent temperature control
1. Intelligent welding control system is a new type of welding station control mode that combines welding station, welding process 

information processing, and welding robot system. Very suitable for automated welding needs.

2. The welding station adopts an advanced 32-bit ARM4 microprocessor for work management and control. The control terminal 

can summarize, analyze, summarize, and notify abnormalities of the welding robot's working condition information.

3. The soldering station can estimate the remaining service life of the heating core and soldering iron tip consumables, and warn 

in advance when the service life of the soldering components is about to reach.
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Sleep function
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BK969D+
Efficient digital display constant temperature soldering station
1.  Wide voltage power supply 100-240V;
2.  High-definition large-screen display, compact body;
3.  New drive circuit design, fast heating speed;
4.  Microcomputer control, high temperature stability;
5.  Adopt one-piece heating core, sensor abnormal reminder;
6.  The handle adopts patented ergonomic design, and feels comfortable;
7.  Password protection to avoid illegal modification of settings;7.  Password protection to avoid illegal modification of settings;
8.  Saving life time with auto-sleep function.

Specification:
Model

Operating Voltage

Operating temperature range

Maximum instantaneous power

Temperature stability (no load)

Resistance of soldering iron tip to ground

Potential of the soldering iron tip to the groundPotential of the soldering iron tip to the ground

Dimensions

Net weight/Gross weight

969D+

AC100-240V

180°C~480°C

75W

±2°C

≤2Ω

≤2mV≤2mV

L128*W104*H79mm

≈0.8Kg/≈1.0Kg
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BK936ESD
Efficient constant temperature soldering station
1.The hand is light and light, and you will never feel tired after using it for a long time;
2.Specially set fixed temperature screw, precise temperature determination;
3.Split design, easy to place, a variety of soldering iron tips to choose from, and easy to replace;
4.Ordinary and anti-static two types, in order to match the use of different jobs.

Specification:

Accessories:

Model

Operating Voltage

Operating temperature range

No-load standby power

maximum instantaneous power

Temperature stability (no load)

Soldering iron tip to ground resistanceSoldering iron tip to ground resistance

Soldering iron tip to ground potential

Dimensions

Correction method

BK936ESD

AC220V / 50HZ

200~480°C

≤5W

65W

±2°C

﹤﹤2Ω

﹤2mV

L170*W120*H93 mm

Potentiometer Correction

BK907ESD handle

BK1321 heating core

BK90OM series soldering iron tips

BK506A Soldering Iron Stand
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FEED  WIRE

MODE
AUTO

MANU

23.0

BK502
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BK375B+
Efficient constant temperature soldering station
1.photoelectric sensor
2.Induction automatic tin
3.3 modes of tin feeding
4.Adjustable back tin function
5.digital tube display
6.Plug-in heater
7.Precise tin output and stable operation7.Precise tin output and stable operation

Specification:

Accessories:

Model

Input voltage

Output Power

temperature range

Tin out speed

Tin output

Tin interval timeTin interval time

Back to tin time

Tin wire diameter

BK375B+

AC230V / 50HZ

200~480°C

2.7mm / s-27mm / s

0-150mm

0-2.7s

0-0.9s0-0.9s

0.8mm / 1.0mm / 1.2mm

Photoelectric switch

Tin wire roller

Foot switch board

BK900M series soldering iron tips

SBK907B handle
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Specification: Accessories:

www.bakon.com

BK880
High-efficiency constant temperature hot air desoldering station
1.High-definition large-screen display, compact body, saving work space.
2.Visual operation panel, adjustable air volume and temperature, suitable for removing all kinds of chips such as QFP, SOP, PLCC or SOJ.
3.Built-in advanced microcomputer, digital adjustment / display system.
4.Automatic protection of heating material (using pulse heating), can better maintain the heating body, handle and wind head to 
   prolong the service life of the machine;
5.Built-in temperature sensor, the output temperature is stable. Set the temperature and set the air gauge storage function.
6.When not in use, the cooling mode is automatically activated when placed on the rack.6.When not in use, the cooling mode is automatically activated when placed on the rack.

Power consumption

Air outlet

Air volume

size

weight

Power consumption

Hot air temperatureHot air temperature

length

weight

Chassis

heat gun

Standby 1W

blower

120L/Min

L150*W130*H99mm

2.5kg

600W

100~500°C100~500°C

120cm

184g
BK853/853D heating element Nozzle
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Specification: Accessories:

www.bakon.com

BK852
Intelligent hot air desoldering station
1. Air pump type air supply, rapid heating and convenient temperature setting;
2. Adjustable air volume and temperature, suitable for removing all kinds of QFP, SOP, PLCC or SOJ chips;
3. Using high-quality heating element, long life, low noise;
4. After the hot air gun switch is turned off, the automatic cooling system starts to work to prevent the heating element from overheating;
5. The temperature has a Fahrenheit/Celsius adjustable display.

Model

Input voltage

Output Power

Airflow type

Air pump flow

Temperature adjustment range

Display formDisplay form

Temperature stability

Use environment

Handle wire length

Form factor

Net weight/gross weight

BK852

AC 230V / 50Hz

550W

air pump

28L / Min

100~500°C

LEDLED

±3°C

Temperature :-10~45℃: humidity: 45~80%RH

120CM

L160*W259*H147mm

≈3.2Kg / 3.7Kg

Nozzle
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Specification: Accessories:

www.bakon.com

BK852D+
Soldering station and desoldering station two in one
1.Using C1321 plug-in heating core, it is convenient to replace the heating core;
2.The heating element is made of imported temperature-resistant materials and advanced technology, and has a long service life;
3.Air pump type air supply, rapid heating and convenient temperature setting;
4.Adjustable air volume and temperature, suitable for removing all kinds of QFP, SOP, PLCC or SOJ chips;
5.After the hot air gun switch is turned off, the automatic cooling system starts to work to prevent the heating element from overheating;
6.The temperature has a Fahrenheit/Celsius adjustable display.

Output Power

Net weight/gross weight

Use environment

Input voltage

form factor

Air flow type/air pump flow

Temperature adjustment range/temperature stabilityTemperature adjustment range/temperature stability

display form

handle cord length

Temperature adjustment range/temperature stability

Soldering iron tip ground voltage/resistance

display form

handle cord length

Chassis

heat gun

soldering iron

700W

≈4.2Kg / 4.7Kg

Temperature: -10~45℃; Humidity: 45~80%RH

AC 230V / 50Hz

L160*W259*H147mm

air pump / 28L min

100°C~500°C / ±3°C100°C~500°C / ±3°C

LED

120CM

100°C~481°C / ±2°C

≤2mV / ≤2Ω

LED

100CM

Nozzle Nozzle

Nozzle

900M soldering iron tip

C1321heating core
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≈ ≈ ≈ ≈

power supply

heating power

Heating temperature range

Number of motor control axes

Shaft range

Shaft speed

Repeat position accuracy

Resolution

speed control

Teaching file capacity

Processing file capacity

Applicable tin wire diameter

Use environment
temperature

humidity

workbench

Machine

Dimensions

weight

Special size strokes can be customized

load weight

axis

3 / 4axis 3 / 4axis 3 / 4axis 3 / 5axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

MODEL

Single Y Automatic Soldering Machine Double Y Automatic Soldering Machine

Desktop automatic soldering integrated equipment

50C-500C (working mode selection)

Automatic acceleration and deceleration processing with speed look-ahead
Up to 999 files, up to 8000 points in a single file

Up to 255 files



Up to 999 files, up to 8000 points in a single file

Three-axis control system

Stepper motor, loitering motor (optional)

Dual axis precision stepper drive

L763*W610*H780 mm

Up to 255 files

Machine size:

Large working platform:

Drive mode:

Action speed:

Total Weight:

Power source:

Repeatability:Repeatability:

Workbench load:

Machine load:

Control System:

Processing file capacity:

File storage space:

Supporting Documentation:

Power supply:Power supply:

Parts list
1.Tin cutting machine

2.Temperature control equipment

3.handle

4.Fixture

5.Solder head

Parts list
1.With spot welding, drag welding, automatic cleaning, skipping
   and other functions;
2.With the functions of position correction, duplication, array, automatic 
   positioning, etc., the machine operation is simple and fast;
3.Multi-parameter setting in the welding process to fully ensure the welding quality;
4.Adopt hand-held teaching box, friendly interface and simple operation;
5.Strong flexibility, the machine can be developed according to customer requirements;5.Strong flexibility, the machine can be developed according to customer requirements;

Product usage

Case Show
Product parameters

It is used for welding various electronic components, such as capacitors, 
resistors, pin headers, cables, shielding covers and other perforated hand parts.
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Desktop automatic lock screw integrated equipment

BK double Y suction type automatic screwing machine BK single Y electromagnetic automatic screwing machine

BK single Y blowing suction type automatic screwing machine

Parts list
1.screw feeder

2.Air blow screw machine

3.Electric batch

4.collet

5.lock payment module
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1.0-2.55/ piece, depending on the screw

Blowing type, suction type, magnetic suction type

Three axis control system

Synchronous belt + screw precision straight line rail

Step motor, garment motor (optional)

Double shaft precision step drive

L730*W610*H680 mm

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

Timing belt + lead screw precision linear track

Automatic acceleration and deceleration processing with speed look-ahead

Blowing type, suction type, magnetic suction type

3 / 4 axis 3 / 4 axis 4 / 5 axis

temperature

humidity

Screw slip detection

Screw leakage detection

Treatment of poorly locked products

Have

Have

Warning light and buzzer prompt

MODEL

Test items

power supply

Number of motor control axesTest items

Shaft range

Shaft speed

Repeat position accuracy

Resolution

transfer method

speed control

Applicable locking screws

Screw feeding method

Use environment

Dimensions

weight

Forms of special sizes can be customized

≈ ≈ ≈

Product features

Product parameters

Product usage

Case Show

1.Replacing the manual locking screw machine to realize
   automatic screw locking;
2.Support missing lock, sliding teeth, floating lock report functions;
3.Support the function of taking before and after;
4.Automatic induction start function.

It is suitable for all kinds of consumer electronic products, such as mobile
phones, calculators, cordless phones, navigators, audio, cameras,
laptops, learning machines, intelligent home appliances, toys, etc.

Machine size:

Large working platform:

Drive mode:

Action speed:

Total Weight:

Power source:

Repeatability:Repeatability:

transfer method:

Control System:

Applicable locking screws:

Screw feeding method:

Lock-up efficiency:

Supporting Documentation:

Power supply:Power supply:
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Product features
Using the demonstration1.With back-to-back design, one machine can directly complete the locking of 

   two types of screws;

2.Double-channel double-head operation, which can improve production efficiency faster;

3.The locking screw module is a servo electric batch, which is faster, and can also upload 

   torque data and abnormal data, and the MES system data upload function;

4.The equipment is widely used and can be used alone or in conjunction with the assembly line;

5.The equipment has high versatility, and the same type of screw can be used for most products 5.The equipment has high versatility, and the same type of screw can be used for most products 

   within the effective stroke;

Floor type back to back locking screw machine
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machine start Manual / Auto

axisaxis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

axis

Aspirated feeder
Gamepad programming/
computer programming
999+ Processing data

Processing data

Operating Voltage

number of machine axes

maximum load

Working power

Applicable air pressure

feeding system

programmatically

Program memory

Applicable screw specifications

Applicable screw type

Shaft specification

top speed

Repeatability

Dimensions

machine weight

Can be equipped with different electric batch, feeder, realize a variety of processes of screw lock pay; 
Applicable specifications :M1.0-M10.0 specification screws; Type of use: self tapping, machine tooth

Product parameters

Product advantage

Case Show

Widely used in 3C digital, semiconductor, industrial electronics, circuit board, new energy, LED, medical equipment, automotive 
electronics, metal, communication equipment, crafts, military, industrial electronics, optical and other industries of product screw lock.

Hardware accessories screw lock payment Consumer Electronics Screw Lock Payment Electronic motherboard screw lock payment

Electronic product screw lock Industrial electronic screw lock Communication equipment screw lock

Industry application
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Case Show

Keyboard lock screw Signal receiver lock screw Display lock screw Pressure gauge lock screw

Double suction screw locking machine

Product model

maximum load

maximum load

maximum load

Moving speed

Moving speed

Moving speed

Working powerWorking power

working pressure

programmatically

drive mode

Machine range

Machine size

X400 * doubleY300 * Z100 X500 * doubleY300 * Z100

X-axis closed-loop motor 5KG

Y-axis closed-loop motor 5KG

Z-axis closed-loop motor 3KG

X-axis closed-loop motor 1-800mm/s

Y-axis closed-loop motor 1-800mm/s

Z axis closed loop motor 1-300mm/s

AC220V 50-60HZ 350WAC220V 50-60HZ 350W

600-1200hpa

Teaching programming, graphics import

Motor + synchronous belt + linear guide rail

X500 * doubleY300 * Z100
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Double suction screw locking machine

Product model BK-CL4331 BK-CL5331 BK-CL6331

maximum load

maximum load

maximum load

Moving speed

Moving speed

Moving speed

Working powerWorking power

working pressure

programmatically

drive mode

Machine range

Machine size

X400 * doubleY300 * Z100 X500 * doubleY300 * Z100

X-axis closed-loop motor 5KG

Y-axis closed-loop motor 5KG

Z-axis closed-loop motor 3KG

X-axis closed-loop motor 1-800mm/s

Y-axis closed-loop motor 1-800mm/s

Z axis closed loop motor 1-300mm/s

AC220V 50-60HZ 350WAC220V 50-60HZ 350W

600-1200hpa

Teaching programming, graphics import

Motor + synchronous belt + linear guide rail

X500 * doubleY300 * Z100

Lock screws for
electronic products Circuit board lock screw Row insert lock screwLED lamp lock screw
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Specification sheet for screwdriver head

All kinds of special specifications can be customized according to customer requirements.
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The serial number project Parameters/Specifications
plug in power

fuse

Output Power

lock screw

feeding system

Lock screw efficiency

Push-pull strokePush-pull stroke

Screw introduction method

Applicable screw range

Dimensions

weight

Hand-held single operator

Single feed system

A screw

30-75mm  (Adapted according to customer needs)

Blowing type

M1-M6  (Adapted according to customer needs)

230*420*290MM

1.Control system independently developed and designed;
2.Simple operation, accurate results, user-friendly operation feel;
3.Super practicality and versatility;
4.Continuous feeding, anti-skid function, constant torque;
5.Screw sliding teeth automatic detection function

1.Do not jam the screws;
2.Improve efficiency;
3.save costs;
4.Durable.

Product features

Product parameter

Product function

BK-G 01 / BK-2096
Push-pull automatic screw locking machine

≈15Kg
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1.Air pressure constant system;
2.weighing system;
3.Bottom heating module;
4.Rotary tilt dispensing system;
5.Two-valve synchronous, two-valve asynchronous dispensing system;
6.300CC feeding device;
7.Two-section transport track, tenon-and-mortise structure is more stable;7.Two-section transport track, tenon-and-mortise structure is more stable;
8.Double transport track, stable operation and strong load;
9.Closed-loop motor: fast operation and high efficiency.

Product advantages
1.Communication industry: hot melt adhesive, UV glue, conductive silver paste 
Optical communication industry: silica gel, optical glue micro-dispensing, packaging 
and other applications;
2.Biomedical industry: biological spermatogonia delivery, protein ratio, etc.;
3.LED manufacturing: applications such as phosphor powder dispensing, filling glue 
potting, LED flexible strip packaging, etc.;
4.Electronics industry:4.Electronics industry: LCD, SMT, RJ/network transformers, industrial electronics, etc.;
5.Manufacturing: handicrafts, plastics, metals, glass and hardware, etc.

Application field

High-speed precision
solder paste dispenser
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bottom padding

surface mount

Dam and Fill

pin encapsulation

FPC component compensation

red glue
Note: if product specifications and parameters are changed, complain without notice, in kind prevail!

The test data

Product parameters

Case Show

Widely used in mobile phone, consumer electronics, military, SMT, MEMS, PCB motherboard, FPC soft board, semiconductor industry, intelligent chip, new energy, LED 
industry, medical, automotive electronics and other industries precision dispensing products.

Application range

One-button operation button is more convenient, the body is set with one-button operation button, so that the operation is more convenient and fast, simple and easy to 
learn, easy to operate; Computer programming system is simple and convenient, computer side programming system, English interface, simple and easy to learn, large 
storage space, data storage at any time call; Stainless steel frame is more stable, stainless steel has stronger corrosion resistance, oxidation resistance, stainless steel 
frame, rice gold shell, durable.

Features

Single machine can be operated, simple and convenient, high-speed and precise dispensing; Suitable for bottom filling glue, sealant, epoxy resin glue, UV glue, conductive 
silver paste, ink, chemical reagents, acrylic grease and other glue; Bottom filling, chip coating, semiconductor packaging, stack packaging POP and other technologies, 
mobile phone 3C digital, semiconductor, medical, LED, new energy and other industries; Can draw point, line, arc, circle, irregular curve continuous tinting input procedures 
and other functions and 3d dispensing.

Product manual

Constant pressure system; Weighing system; Bottom heating module: rotary tilt dispensing system, double valve synchronous, double valve asynchronous dispensing 
system; 300CC feeding device; Two-stage transport track double transport track

Optional project

name:

Minimum
spot diameter
Minimum
wire diameter

model

Operating range:

Machine size:

Working power:

top speed:

Repeatability:

Dispensing valve:

operating system:operating system:

Drive mode:

working pressure:

Visual recognition accuracy:

1000mm/s (Higher speed can be customized)

CCD visual positioning system

Servo motor (Panasonic)+ Screw (Taiwan TBI)

Lerner piezoelectric solder paste
injection valve from Germany

Victory Victory Victory
conductive
silver paste
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Solder paste /
electronic components UV adhesives / circuit board

Fluorescent liquid / 
article lamp

Conductive silver paste /
 motor

power supply

top speed

Repeatability

working pressure

Machine material

Applicable valve body

programming modeprogramming mode

Targeting

Applicable glue

（customizable)
（customizable)

Operating range (mm)
Machine size (mm)

sheet metal

Syringe, cold glue valve, hot melt glue valve, AB glue valve, jet valve, etc. are optional

PC computer keyboard

visual positioning system
Solder paste, hot melt adhesive,

AB glue, UV glue, silicone, ink, underfill glue and other glues

Can be realized for a variety of product dispensing function, with point drawing, straight line, multi-segment line, arc, circle and other path editing methods,
with a simple programming environment, offset setting, matrix call, repeat track and other functions.

Product manual

Case ShowProduct number

Single position high speed
vision glue sprayer
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（customizable)

（customizable)
Syringe, cold glue valve, hot melt glue valve, AB glue valve, jet valve and other optional

Ink / Auto Parts

Silicone / horn

Cement / 
point reading machine

Edible gelatin / 
chocolate

joystick programming box

Can store 99 sets of processing data

1000+ processing points

Solder paste, hot melt adhesive, AB glue, UV glue, silicone, ink, underfill glue and other glues

Product number

Can be realized for a variety of products dispensing function, can realize the space range of straight line/draw circle/dot/draw arc/line 
and arbitrary shape of the path point coating operation mode, with a simple programming environment, offset setting, matrix call, 
repeat track and other functions; Glue quantity/speed can be set with one key.

Operating range (mm)

Machine size (mm)

Product manual

Case Show

power supply
top speed
Repeatability

Applicable valve body
Relative humidity

Operating temperature
programming modeprogramming mode
program storage

storage
Applicable glue

Unit Three Dispensing Machine
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